
 

UNITED FORUM OF RESERVE BANK OFFICERS & EMPLOYEES  

March 19, 2014 

Dear friends, 

Govt’s Proposals to the Bank on Pension Issues 

On the captioned matter Bank invited United Forum on 18th March 2014. Talks were held in 

three rounds; first with DG (KCC), then with CGM and DGM of HRMD, and finally with ED 

ShriGandhi. 

Bank informed us Govt‘s conditionalities on pension updation, for which we have been agitating 

for about 6 years now viz, i ) updation will be granted once in every 10 years,  

(ii) pension will be calculated on basic pay and “grade pay" without other pay components, as of 

now; which we observe will result in the existing pension amount having to be "recalculated" 

accordingly which shall reduce pension amount of the recipients, (iii) all perks will be 

rationalised“, (iv) wage revisions'will take place once in 10 years, instead of the existing 5 years.  

There was no mention of fresh pension option in the conditionalities. 

 We reacted strongly that pension issue is comprising of updation of pension and fresh pension 

option and not frequency of wage revision / perks, which relates primarily to the banking sector 

and flows from various tribunals / arbitration awards and bipartite settlements as per lD Act; as 

such Government‘s proposals in this regard is beyond their jurisdiction and is ‘unacceptable’ to 

us.We have been demanding improvement of pension and not reduction thereof. We 

emphasized that updation of pension every 10 years will create many anomalies and differential 

treatments. 

 

We have stated categorically that United Forum will react strongly through intensive agitations if 

interest of employees and retirees are adversely affected in the name of improvements Clearly, 

while Govt. has grudgingly accepted in-principle updatlon of pension in RBL they are trying to 

make it a nullity by preposterous conditionalities. We urged on the Bank to pursue the matter 

further with the Govt. keeping our very cogent views and apprehensions in mind instead of 

allowing the Govt. to find out excuses to run away from the issue after 6 years of our sustained 

 

The meeting of the United Forum under the chairmanship of Shri S.\/. Mahadik (AIRBWF) 

resolved to maintain strong unity, decide in unison and intensify our efforts including agitations 

in the days to come for satisfactory solutions. 

With greetings 

Yours fraternally, 

General Secretary AIRBEA General Secretary AIRBWF  

 General Secretary AIRBOA General Secretary RBIOA 

  


